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Abstract 

Bots’ ability to influence public discourse is difficult to estimate. Recent studies found that 
hyperpartisan bots are unlikely to influence public opinion because bots often interact with already 
highly polarized users. However, previous studies focused on direct human-bot interactions (e.g., 
retweets, at-mentions, and likes). The present study suggests that political bots, zealots, and trolls 
may affect people’s views indirectly via the mediating role of a platform’s content 
recommendation system, thus influencing opinions even in the absence of direct human-bot 
interaction. Using an agent-based opinion dynamics simulation, we isolated the effect of a single 
bot – representing 1% of nodes in a network – on the opinion formed by rational Bayesian agents 
after removing direct human-bot connections. We compare this experimental condition with an 
identical baseline condition where such a bot is absent. We used the same random seed in both 
simulations so that conditions remained identical except for the presence of the bot. Results show 
that, even in the absence of direct interactions, the mere presence of the bot is sufficient to shift 
the average population opinion. Virtually all nodes – not only nodes directly interacting with the 
bot – shifted towards more extreme opinions. Overall, these findings offer a proof of concept that 
bots and hyperpartisan accounts can influence population opinions not only by directly interacting 
with humans but also by secondary effects, such as shifting platforms’ recommendation engines’ 
internal representations. The mediating role of recommender systems creates indirect causal 
pathways of algorithmic opinion manipulation. 
 

Keywords: bots, opinion dynamics, Bayesian belief update, recommender systems, social 
influence  
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Introduction 

Bots are becoming pervasive in our social media. From Twitter to Reddit, bots can interact with 
humans without detection, influencing opinions, and creating artificial narratives (“Shelley: 
Human-AI Collaborated Horror Stories” n.d.; Hurtado, Ray, and Marculescu 2019). 
 
This study uses an agent-based simulation to explore the interaction between bots and content 
recommendation algorithms. Recommender systems such as collaborative filtering can provide 
hyper-personalized content recommendations. However, they partly rely on average population 
characteristics and shared features between nodes to produce their recommendations. We test the 
hypothesis that recommender systems mediating information access can also mediate bot 
influence. We hypothesize that bots can affect a population's mean opinion not just by direct 
interactions with other nodes (i.e., direct interactions) but via skewing the training sample fed to 
the recommender system during training (i.e., indirect interactions). Thus, a bot may influence 
content recommendation at the population level by subtly affecting how a centralized 
recommender system represents a population’s preferences and patterns of content engagement. 
This indirect social influence may be more pervasive than direct influence because it occurs even 
without direct bot-human interaction. 
 
The potential of algorithmic agents, commonly referred to as bots, to influence public opinion has 
been recently put under closer scrutiny. Special attention has been given to social and political bots 
that operate under human disguise on social media. Early studies documented the potential effects 
of bots on skewing opinion distributions on social media users and voters (Bessi and Ferrara 2016). 
Bots can inflate the perception of the popularity of particular views (Lerman, Yan, and Wu 2016), 
polarise opinions around divisive issues (Broniatowski et al. 2018; L. G. Stewart, Arif, and Starbird 
2018), contribute to the spread of misinformation, conspiratory theories or hyper-partisan content 
(Paul and Matthews 2016; Shao et al. 2018), and promote harmful or inflammatory content (Stella, 
Ferrara, and De Domenico 2018). These generalized concerns have mobilized platforms to 
improve algorithmic agents’ automatic detection and removal (Howard 2018; Ferrara et al. 2016; 
Ledford 2020). On top of bot influence, influence networks online are characterized by several 
other phenomena acting together on public opinions, such as human trolls, fake accounts, pink-
slime newspapers, and “fake news” (Hurtado, Ray, and Marculescu 2019; Linvill and Warren 
2018; Aral and Eckles 2019; Tucker et al. 2018). Researchers have started to untangle this complex 
web of interactions. The content spread by this class of agents spreads faster due to its emotional 
or sensationalist features (Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral 2018; D. M. J. Lazer et al. 2018). Partisan 
content tends to remain confined in insulated clusters of users, thus reducing the opportunity to 
encounter cross-cutting content (Bakshy, Messing, and Adamic 2015). Although algorithmic 
agents represent only a small part of general media manipulation tactics (Kakutani 2019; Sunstein 
2018), they pose a problem for online platforms. Their ease of implementation, low cost, and 
scalability hurt the overall media environment. In this paper, we estimate the lower bound of 
algorithmic influence by focusing on the effect of a single algorithmic agent on a population. Our 
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findings can be generalized to other ‘pre-programmed agents’ of media manipulation, such as 
partisan accounts and human trolls. Pre-programmed agents share several features, such as sharing 
pre-set opinions and pushing political agendas while being scarcely influenced by others’ beliefs. 
 
The effect of bots and troll factories on public opinion is hard to estimate. Recently, several 
researchers have attempted to measure the effect of hyper-partisan content by looking at social 
media data from the 2016 USA presidential election (Guess, Nagler, and Tucker 2019; Allen et al. 
2020). These studies suggest that sharing and consuming fake or hyper-partisan content was 
relatively rare relative to the total volume of content consumed. One study in particular (Bail et al. 
2020) attempted to measure the effect of exposure to Russia’s Internet Research Agency (IRA) 
content on people’s opinions. The authors found that interactions with highly partisan accounts 
were most common among respondents with already strong ideological alignment with those 
opinions. The researchers interpreted these findings as suggesting that hyper-partisan accounts 
might fail to change beliefs because they primarily interact with already highly polarised 
individuals. This phenomenon, also named “minimal effect”, is not specific to social media 
platforms but can also be found with offline political advertisement and canvassing practices 
(Zaller 1992; Endres and Panagopoulos 2019; Kalla and Broockman 2018). Thus, changing 
political attitudes tend to be less effective than one imagines. 
Furthermore, exposure to partisan ideology can counter-intuitively strengthen confidence in one’s 
own belief via non-linear interactions between people’s beliefs (Bail et al. 2018; Niccolò Pescetelli 
and Yeung, 2020b). In agreement with this conclusion, a recent study found that human accounts 
are significantly more visible during political events than unverified accounts (González-Bailón 
and De Domenico 2021). This finding casts doubt on the centrality and impact of bot activity on 
political mobilizations’ coverage (Ferreira et al. 2021). Overall, these findings show that, 
notwithstanding the well-documented spread of bots and troll factories on social media, their effect 
on influencing opinions may be limited. 
 
The studies reviewed above were primarily concerned with direct influence among agents, namely 
direct interactions between algorithmic and human accounts (e.g., likes, retweets, and comments). 
Although common in many offline and online settings, we argue that direct influence does not take 
into account the complexity of the digital influence landscape. Direct social influence has long 
been studied in the social learning and literature outside the domain of social media platforms, 
e.g., opinion change in social psychology (Yaniv 2004; Bonaccio and Dalal 2006; Sherif et al. 
1965; Festinger and Carlsmith 1959; Rader et al. 2017) and in opinion dynamics in sociology 
(Flache et al. 2017; Deffuant et al. 2000; DeGroot 1974; Friedkin and Johnsen 1990). Direct 
influence assumes exposure to another person’s belief (e.g., an advisor) changes a privately held 
belief. However, this simple social influence model may be outdated in the modern digital 
environment. Although direct interactions on most online platforms do occur (e.g., friends 
exchanging messages and users tweeting their views), information exchange is also mediated by 
algorithmic procedures that sort, rank, and disseminate or throttle information. The algorithmic 
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ranking of data can affect exposure to specific views (Bakshy, Messing, and Adamic 2015). 
Recommender systems can learn population averages and trends, forming accurate representations 
of individual preferences from collective news consumption patterns (Das et al. 2007; Pipergias 
Analytis et al. 2020). One crucial difference between traditional social interactions and machine-
mediated interactions is that in the latter case, single users can influence not only other people’s 
beliefs but the “belief” of the content curation algorithm (i.e., its internal model). We call this 
indirect influence. Furthermore, indirect influence can occur via intermediary nodes as nodes are 
connected. In other words, a bot may directly influence one human but indirectly influence all the 
humans that this human is connected. 
 
This paper suggests that previous research may have underestimated indirect influence. Here, we 
are especially interested in the influence of social bots on network opinion dynamics when 
platform-wide algorithmic content recommendation mediates information sharing. We investigate 
a previously unexplored indirect causal pathway connecting social bots and individuals via a 
simple recommendation algorithm (Figure 1A). We test the hypothesis that algorithmic agents, 
like bots and troll factories, can disproportionately influence the entire population by biasing the 
training sample of recommender algorithms predicting user engagement and user opinions (Figure 
1B). This disproportionate influence is facilitated by their resistance to persuasion and greater 
content engagement and content sharing activity (Scott Hunter and Zaman 2018; Yildiz et al. 
2013). Affecting recommender systems' internal representations is a more effective influence 
strategy that affects other accounts in parallel rather than serially. 
 
We created two identical fully connected networks of 100 agents to test our hypothesis. The two 
networks differed only for whether the bot was present or absent. We initialized the two 
simulations using the same random seed, which allowed us to directly test the counterfactual of 
introducing a single bot in the network while holding all other conditions constant. Crucially, while 
human agents were all connected, the bot could only interact with the other users via the 
recommendation algorithm (Figure 1a). Our simulation differs from previous work on opinion 
dynamics in two important ways. First, contrary to previous studies (Friedkin and Johnsen 1990; 
DeGroot 1974), we distinguish between internally held beliefs and externally observable behavior. 
We assume that observable behavior represents a noisy reading of true internal beliefs. This 
assumption captures the fact that people on several online platforms, such as fora and social media, 
can form beliefs and change opinions simply by consuming content and never posting or sharing 
their own (Lazer 2020; Muller 2012). One does not need to tweet about climate change to form an 
opinion on climate change. 
Similarly, the distinction between internally held and publicly displayed beliefs allows us to train 
the recommender algorithm only with externally observable behavior rather than making the 
unrealistic assumption that the algorithm has direct access to a user’s unobservable opinion. We 
call ‘engagement’ all externally observable behaviors such as tweets, likes, and reactions. Thus, 
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both the recommender algorithm and agents must infer other agents’ underlying opinions from 
engagement behaviors.  
 
Second, while opinion dynamics models commonly use linear opinion aggregation of self and 
other people’s opinions (Flache et al. 2017), we use a Bayesian opinion updating rule (Niccolò 
Pescetelli and Yeung 2020a, [b] 2020; Harris et al. 2016). The Bayesian update offers a natural 
way to consider all aspects of beliefs, including opinion direction, belief conviction, and resistance 
to changes of mind or new information. This belief update rule produces non-linear dynamics that 
have been shown to reflect belief updates in laboratory experiments (Niccolò Pescetelli and Yeung 
2020b; Niccolo Pescetelli, Rees, and Bahrami 2016). Such non-linear dynamics reflect that people 
who agree tend to reinforce each other’s beliefs and move to more extreme positions. In 
comparison, people who disagree tend to converge to more uncertain positions (see (Bail et al. 
2018) for an exception). We compare our results under a Bayesian rule with more traditional belief 
updating models. 
 
Across a series of simulations, we quantify the effect of adding a single bot to a network of fully 
connected agents. We show that the bot can influence human agents even though no direct link 
exists between human agents and the bot. We conclude that in an information system where trained 
models control who sees what, bots and hyper-partisan agents can influence the whole user 
population by influencing the internal representation learned by the recommender algorithm. In 
other words, what the recommender belief might be is as crucial as people’s beliefs in determining 
the outcome of network opinion dynamics. We discuss these findings in light of the contemporary 
debate on social media regulation.  
 

 

 

Methods 

 
Overview  

 
We simulate a simplified social network model where a recommender system learns and presents 
a personalized content feed to agents in the network. This feed contains the expressed opinions of 
other agents in the network. Each agent can observe and interact with other agents’ opinions by 
updating and expressing their own opinions. We manipulate whether a single bot is also part of 
the potential pool of agents that the recommender system draws upon to create the feeds in two 
separate but identical conditions. We study whether this bot can infiltrate the feed created by the 
recommender system by influencing the statistical relationships it learns. 
 
Simulation procedure 
We simulate N=100 agents connected through a fully connected network.  
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Agents. Each agent is represented by a private opinion in the range  drawn from a truncated 
Normal distribution. 
 

(1)   
 
and by an expressed opinion representing a noisy observation of their true opinions:  
 

(2)  
 
On each time step, agents go through a two-step process:  

 
Engagement. First, they decide whether or not to engage with content in their feed (see below). 
Content is the expressed opinions of other agents ranked by the recommender system for each 
agent individually. Agents decide whether to engage with the content based on an engagement 
function defined as  
 

(3)   
 
Where O stands for Observed and is the expressed opinion of another agent. We represent 
engagement as a binary decision. This engagement function makes it more likely that agents 
engage with content that is more distant from their own opinions, representing the tendency that 
people have online to engage with shocking or count-intuitive content more than moderate content 
(Vosoughi, Roy, and Aral 2018; D. M. J. Lazer et al. 2018). We explore in Supplementary Material 
two different engagement functions: in the former, agents are more likely to engage with content 
close to their own opinion (homophilous engagement, Figure S1). In the latter, they are equally 
likely to engage with similar or dissimilar content (bimodal engagement, Figure S2).  
 

Opinion update. If agents decide to engage, they update their own opinions using a Bayesian 
opinion update function: 

(4)  
 
 
If they decide not to engage, they keep their opinion from the previous timestep, time t-1.  

 
Feed. Each agent is presented with a feed consisting of the expressed opinions of n other agents 
in the social network. This feed is created by a simple recommender system separately for each 
agent. The goal of the feed is to provide content that agents are likely to engage with (see 
Engagement above). To achieve this, we train a simple logistic regression using agents’ binary 
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engagement history as a dependent variable and the absolute difference between the agent’s public 
opinion at time t-1 and the opinion they observed in their feed as the independent variable. In other 
words, the model aims to learn the agents’ engagement function by observing their prior 
engagement history and the content they observed in their feeds. To provide sufficient training 
data for the recommender system, we start the first ten timesteps of the simulation by presenting 
agents randomly in the feeds. 
 
Bot. The bot is represented as an agent that does not change its opinion but sticks to the same 
opinion throughout the simulation (A. J. Stewart et al. 2019; Karan, Salimi, and Chakraborty 2018; 
Yildiz et al., n.d.). In different conditions, we manipulate the degree to which this opinion is 
extreme (i.e., the distance from the mean opinion of the agents). 
 
We initialize the simulation with the following parameters:  
 
Mean agent opinion: N(0.4, 1) and bot opinion = 0.8. This setting represents a situation where 
agents hold a moderate opinion and are not polarized. In probabilistic terms, the average 
population opinion is uncertain (i.e., close to 0.5). The bot’s opinion disagrees with the average 
opinion and is more confident, but the mean difference between agents and the bot is not very 
large. On each timestep (starting from t=10 onwards), agents are presented with a unique feed 
based on which they decide whether to engage and update their opinions. Once each agent has 
made a decision, the simulation proceeds to the next timestep. We repeat the procedure for t=100 
timesteps and r=100 replications. We record each agent’s opinion on each timestep and the cases 
where the bot gets recommended to an agent. We simulate two conditions, one where the bot is 
present and one where it is absent. We initialize both simulation conditions with the same random 
seeds, thereby producing virtually identical simulation conditions except for the presence of the 
bot. This manipulation allows for precise measurements regarding the influence of the bot on the 
network. 
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Figure 1. The indirect influence of bots on social information networks. (a) Representation of opinion dynamics 
network mediated by a content recommender system (grey box). Bot and Human agents (circles) consume and share 
content on a platform. A bot agent can influence human opinions via direct interaction with human agents (e.g., 
retweets, at-mentions, likes, and comments) or indirectly via affecting the internal representation of the content 
recommendation algorithm. (b) Schematic representation of the effect of bot presence on the internal representation 
learned by a simple recommender system trained to predict a user’s engagement with content. The inclusion of the 
bot behavior in the training set skews the model to think that engagement with extreme content is more likely than it 
would be without the bot presence. (c) Agents in the simulation were modeled to include a true private opinion and 
an expressed public opinion. Agents were presented with their neighbors' public opinion on every round and decided 
whether to engage with this content or not, according to a pre-defined engagement function. Opinion change took 
place only when the agent engaged with the content.  
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Results 
 

Population-level influence of the bot on the average opinion  

 
We start by looking at the population-level influence of the bot on agents’ opinions. We define 
influence as situations where an agent is presented with bot content in its feed, decides to engage 
based on the content observed, and thus changes its initial opinion.  Figure 2a shows the mean 
opinion in the entire group over time for the two conditions (bot vs. no bot). Note that for the first 
t=10 timesteps, there is no change in opinion since those trials serve as training samples for the 
recommender system and, therefore, present agents in the feed randomly. From t=10 onwards, we 
see a significant difference between the two conditions, with the bot shifting the average opinion 
of the population by 5% on average. This effect is also reflected by the average engagement levels 
in the population, as depicted by Figure 2b. This effect holds across different initial opinion 
distributions and different bot opinions (Figure 5).  From t=10 onwards, we observe a significant 
jump in engagements, showing that the recommender system is increasingly efficient at 
recommending content that agents will engage. The presence of a bot leads to remarkably higher 
engagement levels, indicating that by getting recommended, agents are more likely to engage and 
shift their opinions as a result of interacting with the bot directly or indirectly.  
  

 
Figure 2. Mean opinion and mean engagement in networks with and without bot influence. (a) Mean opinion of 
the agents over time. (b) Mean number of agents engaging in each timestep. Red: Condition where the bot is part of 
the social network, Green: Condition where the bot is not part of the social network. A single bot can produce 
substantial changes in the mean opinion and mean engagement levels in the network. 

 
 
The magnitude of direct bot influence on the individual agents  
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So far, we have seen that a single bot can shift the population’s average opinion and engagement 
levels. Here, we investigate the reasons underlying this effect more directly. Figure 3a shows the 
number of agents directly influenced by the bot on each timestep. By direct influence, we mean 
that the bot’s content was recommended to an agent via the feed, and the agent decided to engage 
with the bot’s content (and thus updates its private opinion based on the bot’s content). On average, 
2.5 agents engage with and change their opinions after observing the bot on any timestep, with an 
average opinion change of 30% (Figure 3b). The spike observed in both graphs on the left-hand 
side is because the bot's opinions are less extreme – and thus less engaging according to Equation 
3 – the more the population average opinion shifts towards the bot’s opinion. The finding of low 
engagement and opinion shift replicates “minimal effect” findings online (Bail et al. 2020) and 
offline (Zaller 1992; Endres and Panagopoulos 2019; Kalla and Broockman 2018). It suggests that 
direct influence (e.g., direct bot interaction or political advertisement and canvassing practices) is 
often ineffective at shifting population averages. Our finding only captures the direct influence 
from bot to agent but does not measure the bot’s indirect influence by influencing an agent that 
will influence further agents. Our intuition is that indirect influence may be more pervasive and 
more pronounced, especially in online contexts where recommender systems facilitate information 
spread. To measure this indirect n-th order influence of bots on agents, in the next paragraph, we 
compare the two simulation conditions (bot vs. no bot) while using the same random seed and 
holding all other conditions constant.  
 
 

 
Figure 3. Direct bot influence. (a) The average number of nodes influenced by the bot on each timestep. Influence 
is defined as when an agent is presented with content produced by the bot, engages with this content, and shifts its 
own opinion. (b) Mean opinion change for agents influenced by the bot on each timestep. A single bot can influence 
multiple people on each timestep and produce substantial opinion change. 
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The individual-level shift in opinion as a result of direct or indirect bot influence 
 
Figure 4 shows the difference in opinion between the same agent across the two simulation 
conditions, holding all other aspects of the simulation constant. Initializing the two simulations 
with identical parameters and random seed allowed us to isolate the effect of the bot. Estimating 
the within-agents effect improves our estimation of the bot effect. Differences between the two 
counterfactual worlds reflect direct bot influence and all secondary effects caused by introducing 
the bot. Notwithstanding the little direct influence (Figure 3), we found that, compared to a 
counterfactual simulation, the bot had an indirect effect on the entire population, with the 
magnitude of influence on opinion varying considerably, from 33 to 48 percentage points (Figure 
4a). This effect is explained by agents observing other agents that might have interacted with the 
bot, leading to a trickle-down effect of the bot’s opinion on other agents who might not have 
interacted with the bot at all. Figure 4b shows the signed difference between agents' opinions in 
the control and bot conditions ( ). Notice that most points are negative, indicating 
that nodes’ opinions shifted toward the bot’s opinion. Our model shows that bots’ influence is 
magnified when we account for indirect influence via the recommender system or other 
intermediary agents. This striking result indicates that a single bot can have a much stronger and 
lasting effect beyond individuals it directly interacts with. This finding seems to suggest that 
studies focusing only on direct influence (bots’ influence on people they directly interacted with) 
might have underestimated the actual capacity of a bot to bias population opinion dynamics. 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Within-agents bot effect across the two simulations. (a) The absolute difference between each agent’s 
opinion at time t=100 between the two simulation conditions (bot vs. no bot). This analysis measures the bot's total 
impact on the opinions of the same agents in the network. (b) The signed difference between each agent’s opinion at 
time t=100 between the two simulation conditions (bot vs. no bot). This analysis shows the direction of the social 
influence of the bot on individuals’ opinions. 
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An exploration of the parameter space for bot opinion and population average 

Finally, the above results assumed that the average opinion in the population is N(0.4,1) and the 
bot opinion is 0.8. The results are specific to this parametrization of our model. To test the 
generalisability of our conclusion, we explore the sensitivity of our results to different values of 
agent and bot opinion. Figure 5 shows a heatmap where the x-axis shows different values of the 
bot opinion and the y-axis shows the mean opinion in the population. The results remain 
qualitatively similar to those presented in the main text, with the bot having a more substantial 
effect on the population when its opinion is more distant from the average opinion of the 
population. The results further support the conclusion that a bot (here representing 1% of the total 
population) can have a disproportionate effect on population-level dynamics when we take into 
account indirect influence. 
 

Figure 5 Heatmap of different initial opinion distributions. The principal analysis assumed that the average 
opinion in the population is N(0.4,1) and the bot opinion is 0.8. Here, we explore the sensitivity of our results to 
different values of agent and bot opinion. This figure shows a heatmap where the x-axis shows different bot opinion 
values and the y-axis shows the mean opinion in the population. The results remain qualitatively similar to those 
presented in the main text, with the bot having a more substantial effect on the population when its opinion is more 
distant from the average opinion of the population. 
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Similar results are found with linear aggregation functions. 

We then tested whether the results were sensitive to the specific opinion aggregation function used 
to update agents’ opinions based on observed social information. The function used in the original 
model (Equation 4) is a Bayesian belief update function that produces non-linear opinion dynamics 
(Pescetelli and Yeung 2020). However, the literature on opinion dynamics models more commonly 
uses linear aggregation functions where opinions are averaged, weighted, or summed together 
(Flache et al. 2017). Linear belief update models have difficulty accounting for opinion escalation 
dynamics that have been reported in lab experiments (Mahmoodi et al. 2013; Pescetelli and Yeung 
2020; Bail et al. 2018; Guilbeault et al. 2018). We rerun the simulation using standard opinion 
dynamics models to understand whether the effects observed in the principal analysis were due to 
the particular Bayesian update model used. One hypothesis is that bot effects on population belief 
are observed because the Bayesian belief update rule creates non-linear escalation processes that 
magnify the influence of the bot. If this were true, the bot influence could be attributed to the 
specific opinion update function rather than the bot effect mediated by the recommendation 
system. Alternatively, the bot effect should be attributed to the indirect social influence if similar 
effects were observed across alternative opinion update functions. We tested our results under a 
Friedkin-Johnsen opinion update rule and a Deffuant model.  
 
Friedkin-Johnsen model. The Friedkin-Johnsen belief model (F-J model) generalizes the classic 
DeGroot model (DeGroot 1974). In this model, Equation 4 is replaced by:  
 

(5)  

 
Where  is a social learning weight representing how much other people’s opinions are weighted 
compared to one’s own opinion. Setting the  parameter to 0 means agents ignore other agents’ 
opinions. Setting the  parameter to 1 means agents switch their opinion to the opinion held by 
other agents, thus ignoring one’s private opinion altogether. We set the  parameter to 0.3 based 
on the average social influence observed in lab experiments (Minson et al. 2011; Liberman et al. 
2012; Bonaccio and Dalal 2006).  
 
We found that the average population opinion in the baseline (bot is absent) and bot condition 
diverges when the recommender system is first introduced (t=10). The average population opinion 
approximates over time the bot opinion. This convergence is because the bot does not change its 
opinion, thus pulling the population average. 

https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/HQEM
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/Z0SR
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/4Fa9+HQEM+zmTi+ZFvG
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/4Fa9+HQEM+zmTi+ZFvG
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/P8Ta
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/FxPv+lEZD+ig1p
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/FxPv+lEZD+ig1p
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Figure 6. Average population effect using the F-J model. (a) The average population opinion dynamics in the 
control (blue) and bot condition (red). The two average populations start to deviate early on and diverge over time, 
with the average population opinion approximating the bot opinion. (b) The mean engagement of the population is 
found to spike soon after the recommender system is introduced (t=10) and then decreases as the average 
population’s opinion tends towards the bot’s opinion. 
 
On the contrary, the average engagement of the population is found to spike soon after the 
recommender system is introduced (t=10) and then decreases as the average population’s opinion 
tends towards the bot’s opinion. This effect results from great engagement as the opinion of the 
bot and the average population’s opinion are far apart at the beginning and converge over time. 
The effect reduces over time as this distance decreases, according to Equation 3.  
 
Contrary to what was observed with the Bayesian model (Figure 3), the number of nodes directly 
affected by the bot is higher when using the F-J model (Figure 7). However, this number remains 
a minority of nodes compared to the rest of the population (about 5%). The average individual 
opinion change resulting from direct interaction with the bot is relatively small (about 1.5%). This 
effect is comparable to previously observed in the main analysis (Figure 3b). 
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Figure 7. Direct bot influence. (a) The number of people who are influenced by the direct bot interaction. The 
number spikes after the recommender system is introduced (t=10) and reaches a plateau that is double what was 
previously observed (around five people per timestep). (b) The average opinion change of individual nodes due to 
direct interaction with the bot. The mean opinion change is relatively small (about 1.5%), reflecting what was 
previously observed in the original analysis. 
 
 
Deffuant model. Next, we implemented a Deffuant model of opinion update. The Deffuant model 
accounts for tolerance thresholds in opinion updates. When the distance between a target agent’s 
opinion and a social partner’s opinion is below a given threshold, opinions converge. When the 
distance is above a given threshold, individuals ignore each other’s views and do not converge 
(Deffuant et al. 2000). We decided to include the Deffuant model because opinion distance is an 
essential factor determining the engagement function in our simulation (Equation 3).  According 
to this model, Equation 4 is replaced with  

(6)  
 
Where  is a dampening parameter set to 0.5 and d  is the tolerance level, here set to 0.2.   
 
The results show no difference in the average population’s opinion between the two conditions 
when a Deffuant model was used (Figure 8a). Similarly, no difference in average engagement was 
found between the two conditions (Figure 8b). These findings suggest that, at the population level, 
the Deffuant model did not produce significant differences in average opinion and average 
engagement. 

https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/4qn8
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Figure 8. Average population effect using the Deffuant model. (a) No difference at the population level is found 
between conditions when using a Deffuant belief update model (b) Mean engagement is no different in the control 
condition (blue) and the bot condition (red).  
 

Even though slight or no opinion differences were observed at the population level, differences 
were observed when focusing on direct influence. We looked at the direct social influence 
between the bot and other agents. We computed the number of nodes directly interacting with the 
bot on every timestep (Figure 9a). Like in the Bayesian and the Friedkin-Johnsen models, the 
number of nodes directly influenced by the bot represents a small minority (about 5%) of the 
total number of nodes in the network. Similarly, the mean opinion change due to direct influence 
is minimal (Figure 9b), representing less than 2% opinion shifts.  
 
Both the Friedkin-Johnsen and Deffuant models show similar patterns to the Bayesian model. In 
all of them, we noticed that the number of nodes that had direct interactions with the bot was 
small compared to the total population, and little opinion change occurred due to direct 
interaction with the bot. The Bayesian and F-J models seemed to produce differences between 
control and bot conditions at the population level, both in the population’s average opinion and 
average engagement. The Deffuant model did not. 
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Figure 9. Direct bot influence. (a) The number of people influenced by the bot due to direct interaction. The 
number spikes after the recommender system is introduced (t=10) and reaches a plateau that is double what was 
previously observed (around five people per timestep). (b) The average opinion change of individual nodes due to 
direct interaction with the bot. The mean opinion change is relatively small (about 2%), reflecting what was 
previously observed in the original analysis. 
 

Nevertheless, larger opinion shifts occurred when directly comparing a node’s final opinion 
(t=100) between the control and the bot condition. When looking at the F-J and the Deffuant 
models, virtually all nodes shifted their opinion in the bot condition compared to the no-bot 
condition baseline (Figure 10). This pattern of results mirrors what was previously observed for 
the Bayesian model (Figure 4). We observed smaller changes in both the F-J and Deffuant 
models than the Bayesian model. 
 

 
 
Figure 10. Absolute differences. (a) Friedkin-Johnsen model. (b) Deffuant model. 
 

Effect on the recommendation system’s internal representations. 
We conducted a last set of analyses to detect differences in the model’s internal representations. 
The recommender system used in this study was a simple logistic regression. The model was 
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trained using agents’ binary engagement history as a dependent variable and the absolute 
difference between the agent’s public opinion at time t-1 and the opinion they observed in their 
feed as the independent variable. The model was retrained on every timestep, thus providing a 
moment-by-moment representation of the recommender system’s learning.   
 
After model fitting, the logistic’s slope beta coefficients were used to compare learning across 
conditions. We calculated the difference of the recommender system’s slopes between the bot 
and no-bot conditions (bot - noBot). The first ten timesteps are only training timesteps where the 
recommendation system was inactive. Differences in beta coefficients appear in the 10-30 time 
range, returning to no difference after timestep 35. This finding shows that changes in the 
model’s internal representations happen early on, but the effect of the bot wanes over time. This 
result nicely mirrors earlier findings shown in Figure 3.   
 

 
Figure 10. Differences in recommender system’s learned coefficients. The recommender system model learned 
differentiated representations of people’s engagement patterns in the two conditions. The recommender system was 
inactive during the first ten trials. After that, differences in learning occur of the signed beta coefficients between the 
bot and baseline conditions (bot - noBot). Over time, these differences disappear, suggesting that the effect of the 
bot wanes over time. 
 

Discussion 

This paper investigated the indirect influence that programmed media manipulators, such as bots, 
trolls, and zealots can have on population opinion dynamics via recommender systems. We posited 
that even in the absence of direct exposure to bots’ content, bots could influence population-wide 
content ranking by providing unduly training evidence to recommender algorithms. For instance, 
bots' greater activity, content engagement and production, and their resilience to persuasion may 
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contribute to bots skewing the training sample that algorithms use to infer population preferences, 
averages, and typical content consumption patterns. 
 
Using an opinions dynamics simulation on a 100-node network, we find that a single bot can 
substantially shift the mean opinion and engagement compared to a control condition without a 
bot. Even though only a minority of ‘human’ nodes (2.5%) directly engaged with the bot’s content, 
the bot disproportionately affected the average shift in opinion observed in the population. 
Notably, virtually all nodes in the population were influenced by the bot presence, with opinion 
shifts ranging from 33 to 48 percentage points. The results are robust across different initialization 
parameters and different opinion update functions. Furthermore, we re-ran our simulation and 
removed the bot after the 40th timestep as a complementary analysis. We found that the effects of 
direct interactions drop as soon as the bot is removed (Figure S3). On the contrary, secondary 
effects remain until the end of the simulation, although their magnitude is significantly reduced 
(Figure S4). 
 
These results would be unlikely if bots could influence human agents only via direct exposure. As 
bots represent only a minority of the population of agents (1% in our simulation), it is unlikely that 
they can interact with and directly influence all other agents. Our findings show that a simple 
recommender system (a logistic regression in our simulation) dramatically increases the influence 
of a bot on the population. Our first contribution is advancing the debate around bots' influence 
and media manipulation. Our study highlights a previously unexplored phenomenon and draws 
attention to a subtle yet potentially pervasive phenomenon. Contrary to previous studies 
investigating social media bots, our work does not model direct interactions between bots and 
human agents (arguably representing a minority of interactions) but focuses on indirect effects via 
recommendation systems. Our findings highlight that malicious agents, such as bots and trolls 
factories, can massively increase their influence by infiltrating the internal representations of 
trained models tasked with content filtering.  
Our second contribution is that our setup allows us to compare counterfactual worlds, thus 
strengthening causal inference. We initialized both control (without-bot) and treatment (with-bot) 
simulations with the same parameters and random seed. Furthermore, effects on opinion shifts and 
engagement were calculated at the individual node level, thus measuring the effect of our treatment 
(bot presence) on the opinion dynamics and engagement of virtually identical ‘human’ agents. 
 
Although our agent-based model provides valuable insights into machine-mediated information 
systems, it is limited by the ecological validity of simulation studies. Testing the same hypotheses 
in real-world contexts may be problematic due to difficulty in conducting randomized control trials 
on social media platforms. Although it may be difficult to manipulate these systems, researchers 
have recently successfully inferred the hidden mechanisms underlying several proprietary 
algorithms by systematically prompting them (Ali et al. 2019; Hannak et al. 2013; Robertson, 
Lazer, and Wilson 2018). Furthermore, real-world opinion dynamics are arguably more complex 

https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/B1mF+gUsp+Qfq6
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/B1mF+gUsp+Qfq6
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than the simple simulated world. Complex dynamics may be elicited by bots operating on media 
platforms not captured by our simulation (Mønsted et al. 2017). Nevertheless, our findings show 
that one component of such a complex network of influence may occur not via direct interactions 
between nodes but via subtly skewing the training set of recommender systems.  
 
We also acknowledge that our findings are specific to our choice of parameters and may not 
generalize well to other scenarios. Future studies should investigate the effects of network size and 
alternative network structures on bot influence. Our study used a simple logistic model to predict 
engagement scores to provide recommended content. One limitation is that existing recommender 
systems are more complex than the simple logistic regression employed in this study. For instance, 
recommender systems can consider many more features and provide greater personalization thanks 
to highly granular information about users and user similarity. However, the effects highlighted in 
our findings are likely to affect, at least to some degree, any content filtering algorithm trying to 
extrapolate the behavior of one user to another. We speculate that more complex recommendation 
systems may still be affected by the same dynamics highlighted here as long as they use population 
averages to predict individual preferences. By biasing the estimation of a population mean (Figure 
10), algorithmic agents can change the model’s expectation for a given cluster of users or the whole 
population. Extrapolating a user’s behavior to another represents the standard in many 
recommender systems (Ricci, Rokach, and Shapira 2011), e.g., collaborative filtering algorithms 
(Das et al. 2007; Koren and Bell 2015; Ricci, Rokach, and Shapira 2011). Recently, researchers 
have shown that individual social influence can be affected by an individual’s position in the 
population distribution and similarity with others (Pipergias Analytis et al. 2020; Analytis, 
Barkoczi, and Herzog 2018). Similar findings may thus be observed on more realistic content 
recommendation algorithms. 
Furthermore, the complexity of realistic recommender systems makes the findings of this work 
even more significant. Indeed, our findings suggest that bots and troll factories’ influence may be 
subtle but highly pervasive. The opacity and complexity of realistic recommender systems suggest 
that such pervasive effects may continue to operate undetected. The potential consequences are 
difficult to imagine but should prompt further investigation. 
 
Another caveat in our simulation pertains to the modeling opinion and opinion change and 
operationalizing bots as stubborn agents (Scott Hunter and Zaman 2018; Yildiz et al. 2013). In the 
present study, we represent beliefs along a single opinion dimension. People’s beliefs outside the 
lab are often more complex and multifaceted than our model. Nevertheless, using beliefs spanning 
a single dimension represents a necessary first step in many opinion dynamic models and advice-
taking paradigms (Bonaccio and Dalal 2006; Deffuant et al. 2000; Flache et al. 2017; Friedkin and 
Johnsen 1990). Similarly, political polarisation and beliefs across several domains, especially 
divisive issues, may be well described by a single belief dimension (Navajas et al. 2019). Future 
modeling efforts could generalize our findings to multi-dimensional attitude spaces.  
 

https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/H6CY
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/i9T9
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/k6bC+XoCK+i9T9
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/GOn6+gLCM
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/GOn6+gLCM
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/4M0T+S6Q0
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/ig1p+4qn8+Z0SR+jriq
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/ig1p+4qn8+Z0SR+jriq
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/BAfS
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More importantly, some of our findings may depend on the specific opinion update model that we 
used here. Although several other opinion models exist (Flache et al. 2017), many assume that 
opinion change results from a linear combination of neighboring nodes’ observed opinions, such 
as averages and weighted means (DeGroot 1974; Friedkin and Johnsen 1990; Deffuant et al. 2000). 
However, experimental evidence suggests that non-linear multiplicative dynamics often govern 
opinion change (Bail et al. 2018; Pescetelli and Yeung 2020b; Pescetelli, Rees, and Bahrami 2016; 
Moscovici and Zavalloni 1969). Here, we used a Bayesian opinion update model that captures 
dynamics of belief conviction, uncertainty, and probabilistic judgments (Pescetelli and Yeung 
2020b, [a] 2020; Harris et al. 2016). We selected this opinion update model as it offers several 
important features relevant to understanding phenomena of polarization and hyper-partisanship. 
First, it can be seen as a normative rational model of opinion update. This feature allows us to 
quantify a best-case scenario, namely, the impact of bots if people were rational. Second, it 
implicitly represents confidence as the distance from the maximum uncertainty point (50%). Thus, 
more confident agents are less influenced by and more influential than uncertain agents. 
Confidence and confidence escalation are important elements to explain phenomena of 
polarisation commonly observed online. Third, encounters with agreeing agents tend to increase 
one’s belief conviction, while encounters with disagreeing agents increase uncertainty. Although 
some recent evidence suggests that even disagreement may entrench people further in their 
decisions (Bail et al. 2018), Bayesian update better represents opinion escalation dynamics better 
than linear aggregation models. While linear updates may better model estimation tasks, Bayesian 
updates may better represent belief convictions and partisan affiliations, i.e., cases where 
interaction with like-minded individuals makes you more extreme. The introduction of such a 
model in the opinion dynamics literature represents a novel contribution. 
 
We suggest possible ways to reduce the risk of public opinion manipulation. First, improving the 
detection and removal of automated accounts can reduce bots' impact on population-wide 
behaviors (Figure S3). However, uniquely relying on this strategy is not sustainable in the long 
run as automated detection becomes outdated and new and more sophisticated bots are developed. 
Detection and removal tend to be more effective with relatively simple bots, thus selecting bots 
with more human-like features, which are more likely to remain undetected. A more valuable 
strategy might be to regulate recommender and filtering algorithms to make them more 
transparent. Knowledge of the features used to make content recommendations can help academics 
and practitioners to monitor features that ill-willing entities can exploit. Open auditing of 
recommender systems and open-source software can go a long way in preventing some types of 
bots from doing harm and minimizing algorithmic tampering with public opinions.  
 

Conclusions 

In this paper, we explored the hypothesis that algorithmic agents may have undue influence on 
online social networks by biasing the internal representations of recommender systems. Bots’ more 
extreme views, greater activity frequency, and content generation might distort content 

https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/Z0SR
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/P8Ta+jriq+4qn8
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/zmTi+HQEM+hqZN+0677
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/zmTi+HQEM+hqZN+0677
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/HQEM+k8YD+0CI2
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/HQEM+k8YD+0CI2
https://paperpile.com/c/OCF1W7/zmTi
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recommendation for the entire network. Researchers and watchdogs should be aware of these 
indirect causal pathways of bot influence. 
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Supplementary Materials 

 
Different engagement functions 

 
In the main text, we presented results assuming that agents are more likely to engage when the distance 
between their own opinion and the other agent’s opinion is high. Here we study the sensitivity of our results 
to other engagement functions. Figure S1 shows the same results as Figure 2 in the main text. Instead of 
assuming that agents are more likely to engage when content is dissimilar, we assume that agents are more 
likely to engage when the observed content is similar. In Figure S2, we study a bimodal engagement 
function where agents are more likely to engage with very similar or very dissimilar content and less likely 
to engage with content that is neither too similar nor too dissimilar.  
 
 

 

 
 
Figure S1. Homophilous engagement function. Agents are more likely to engage with content in their feed closer 
to their own opinions. (a) population’s mean opinion; (b) population’s mean engagement; (c) the number of people 
influenced by the bot. (d) agents’ mean opinion shift. The analysis shows that the results reported in the main text 
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might be sensitive to the specific engagement function used by the agents to choose which content items they engage 
with. 

 

 
Figure S2. Bimodal engagement function. Agents engage with content following a binomial distribution with 
bimodal probability for content close to the target agent’s private opinion and content distant from the agent’s opinion. 
Content that falls between these two extremes is less likely to generate engagement. (a-d) population’s mean opinion, 
population’s mean engagement, number of people influenced by the bot, and mean opinion change as a function of 
time.  

 
 

Removing the bot after 40 timesteps 

We tested the effect of removing the bot after 40 timesteps. The number of people directly influenced by 
the bot and the mean opinion change are shown in Figure S3. The figure shows a sudden drop in direct 
influence after the bot is removed from the network. Comparing within-node opinion shifts across 
conditions, we found that all nodes showed shifted opinions at t=100 (Figure S4). However, compared to 
the main results shown in Figure 4, the magnitude of the shift is vastly reduced. 
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Figure S3. Direct bot influence. (a) In this simulation, the bot was removed after 40 timesteps. A sudden drop in 
the number of people directly influenced by the bot is observed when the bot is removed. (b) After the bot is 
removed from the network, a drop in average opinion change is observed. 

 

 

 
 
Figure S4. Within-node bot effect across the two simulations. The absolute within-node opinion distance between 
the bot and no-bot conditions in the final step of the simulation. The bot presence during the first 40 trials still affects 
within-node opinion differences. However, this difference's magnitude is significantly reduced: it ranges from 5% to 
7.5% (compared to 33-48% in Figure 4). 
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